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Abstract
Ruler of the Plane is a set of games illustrating concepts from combinatorial and computational
geometry. The games are based on the art gallery problem, ham-sandwich cuts, the Voronoi
game, and geometric network connectivity problems like the Euclidean minimum spanning tree
and traveling salesperson problem.
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Concept

Geometry being inherently tangible, lends itself to be the base of puzzles and games. Ruler of
the Plane is a set of four games with a medieval theme illustrating concepts from combinatorial
and computational geometry. The games are based on the art gallery problem, ham-sandwich
cuts, the Voronoi game, and geometric network connectivity problems like the Euclidean
minimum spanning tree and traveling salesperson problem (TSP), see Figure 1.
The games also aim at providing the interested player with background on the geometric
algorithms and data structures needed to implement such games. They do so by providing
some pointers to geometric concepts in the game explanations, and by allowing to visualize
some of the underlying data structures. For instance, the game on the ham-sandwich cuts
can show the dual arrangements of the different color classes, the Voronoi game allows to
show the Delaunay triangulation and empty circles. Furthermore, the games are open source
and implemented using C# in the game engine Unity, and therefore provide the possibility
to explore the underlying algorithms and data structures.
The geometric problems and the underlying algorithms and data structures of the games
are common content of a Computational Geometry course. We developed the game primarily
to introduce students taking such a course to these concepts in an entertaining way. An
additional goal is to provide a stepping stone to introduce Combinatorial and Computational
Geometry and also other algorithmic concepts like NP-hardness problems to a wider audience.
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(a) illuminate a dungeon

(b) divide forces into equal units

(c) conquer new lands

(d) connect your new settlements

Figure 1 Games in Ruler of the Plane.
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The Games

The game conquer implements the classical Voronoi game [1]: Two players place castles in
turn, and the player whose Voronoi regions occupy the most area at the end wins.
The Voronoi diagram is implemented as dual of the Delaunay triangulation. The Delaunay
triangulation is constructed using an implementation of a textbook randomized incremental
construction [6]. Out of the four games, this is the only two-player game. To demonstrate
the underlying geometry the game allows to toggle the Voronoi diagram, empty circumcircles
and the dual Delaunay triangulation (see Figure 2a).
The game divide implements the two-dimensional ham sandwich cuts [9], but with three
types of points. That is, the player needs to find a line that splits all three types of points in
half. Some levels also ask to swap positions of points, before drawing a cut.
In a course on computational geometry, ham sandwich cuts are commonly covered as
an application of duality and arrangements. In this context typically a simple O(n2 )-time
algorithm is discussed: dualizing the points, computing the line arrangements and intersecting
the n/2 levels. This is also the algorithm implemented in the game. The game allows to
toggle possible cuts and the dual arrangements (see Figure 2b).
The game connect consists of three separate games. In the first the player has to find the
Euclidean minimum spanning tree, in the second a Euclidean traveling salesperson tour, and
in the third a 1.5-spanner [11] of short length. While in the first game the player has to find
the exact tree, in the two other games the player has to beat an approximation computed by
the game, namely Christofides algorithm [7] and the greedy spanner [4].
We included the TSP with Christofides algorithm and minimum spanning trees, since
they are very natural geometric problems, suitable to discuss computational complexity with
a wider audience, and since they often feature in other algorithms courses. spanners are
often discussed in the context of well-separated pair decompositions.
The spanner game also provides a limited number of ‘hints’ in the form of the next edge
the greedy spanner would add. After exhausting the base levels, the game continues with
levels that ask to connect randomly generated sites.
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(a) Delaunay triangulation of the castles
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(b) cells in the dual arrangement

Figure 2 Visualizing the underlying algorithms and data structures.

The game illuminate is an implementation of art gallery problem [2] with point guards in
a simple polygon. In a Computational Geometry course, the art gallery problem with vertex
guards is often discussed as a motivation for polygon triangulation, but is also interlinked
with other topics, like visibility computation and boolean operations on polygons. The game
computes visibility regions by a circular sweep. To remove duplicate regions it then uses the
Weiler–Atherton algorithm [13]. The implementation is not yet robust, and therefore only
small levels are included in the game.
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Educational Context

As described above the games are intended for demonstration purposes for students of
Computational Geometry and for a wider audience. However, also the game development
was embedded in an educational context.
Various concepts for games where first implemented and tested as course projects in
Computational Geometry. Some of these concepts where then integrated into the game.
Most of Ruler of the Plane was then implemented by Master students after taking a course in
Computational Geometry, partially as practical component to a reading course on algorithm
engineering [10] and robust geometric algorithms [12], partially as student assistantship. The
task to extend the games may result in engaging future course projects. Ruler of the Plane is
open-source using C# in the game engine Unity, and therefore lends itself to such extensions.
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Future Work

The games leave many opportunities for future work from designing interesting levels and
variants, to improving and providing alternative implementations, to designing games on
other geometric and algorithmic topics. In the following we discuss some more concrete ideas.
The Voronoi game allows for a very simple, effective strategy, which in the basic variant
makes the game conquer less interesting. Including other variants would make the game more
multi-facetted. These could include castles with different magnitudes/ranges of influence,
or region of different worth, or restrictions on where castles can be placed. Also a puzzle
variant where castles of one color are already placed, and the player only places castles of
the other color could be challenging.
Currently the game divide has a small number of levels. It would be possible to generate
additional levels based on random instances, but the question of generating challenging levels
remains open. And again, more variants could bring more variation to the game.
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In the game connect Christofides algorithm may be instructive, but the results are quite
easy to beat. To demonstrate the NP-hardness of the problem, it would be interesting to
include small, difficult instances. Other TSP heuristics would be instructive as ‘hints’.
Generating interesting levels for the art gallery problem in the game illuminate seems
challenging. Possible starting points could be gadgets used in NP-hardness constructions [8]
and families of polygons used in experimental evaluations [5]. The art gallery problem has
many variants, and more of these would again bring more variation to the game. In particular
vertex guards would provide a game more closely to the art gallery problem as motivation to
polygon triangulation.
So far games about four topics have been implemented. Obviously a course on Computational Geometry [6] leaves room for more games on other topics. For some topics, for
instance orthogonal range searching, it might be more challenging to design an interesting
game. And then there are other topics, which are intuitively accessible and seem to lend
themselves as a base of a game, e.g, man-and-dog problems [3].
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Resources

The games can be played online at http://www.win.tue.nl/~kbuchin/proj/ruler/webgl/.
The game can be downloaded from http://www.win.tue.nl/~kbuchin/proj/ruler/ and
its sources from https://github.com/kbuchin/ruler. A video demonstrating the game is
available at http://www.win.tue.nl/~kbuchin/proj/ruler/video/PlaneRuler.mp4.
Acknowledgments. The development of the game was supported by the TU/e Educational
award.
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